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The Bubble 

 Pop! Smack! Janie giggled as her bubble popped loudly. “That was a big one!” she exclaimed as she 
gathered the gum back into her mouth with her tongue. She began to chew it again, as her legs pumped the 

swing keeping time with her chewing while getting ready for another try at blowing a huge bubble. 

 Anica looked at Janie from the next swing over and smiled weakly. Inside, she wasn’t smiling, though. 
Anica wanted to blow bubbles, too. She had never been able to do it although she had tried and tried. 

Once, Anica had even asked her big sister Brianna for a lesson. Brianna had patiently blown bubble after 

bubble as Anica watched carefully. Brianna explained to Anica what to do with her lips and how to move 

her tongue in order to turn the bubble gum that was inside her mouth into a bubble that everyone could see. 

But even when she had tried to copy what her sister had taught her, Anica just couldn’t do it. 

 Anica was sure she was the only fourth-grade student at her school who could not blow a bubble. 

Walking home from school, everyone else seemed to blow bubbles so easily. At the park, some kids had 

contests to see who could blow the biggest bubble, and they even discussed the best brands of bubble gum 

to use.  

 The worst part was that Anica’s best friend, Janie, was also the best bubble blower of all. They had 
been best friends ever since first grade. They had learned how to read, how to write cursive, and how to 

multiply numbers. They played basketball and soccer every afternoon. The only thing they didn’t do 
together was blow bubbles because Anica just could not do it. 

 Janie did not say anything mean when Anica tried to blow a bubble. Janie had also tried to teach Anica, 

and she even shared her best bubble-blowing tricks. Anica tried hard of course, but it just didn’t help. Still, 
Janie always gave her a piece of bubble gum whenever she chewed some, saying, “No big deal, it’s still 
fun to chew bubble gum even without blowing bubbles.”  

 After so much failure, Anica did not even try to blow bubbles anymore when she was around other 

people. It was too embarrassing. She just chewed her own gum while she watched Janie beside her on the 

swing set creating the envy of the playground. Still, just out of habit, and where nobody could see, Anica 

was pushing her own gum flat against her teeth like Janie and Brianna had taught her. She didn’t try to 
blow a bubble, though, because that never worked.  

 Pop! Splat! Anica looked over just in time to see the biggest bubble gum bubble ever pop like a sticky 

pink mask all over Janie’s surprised face! The bubble gum covered her nose and even hid the shock in her 

eyes. It was the funniest thing Anica had ever seen. 

 Without thinking Anica nearly exploded with laughter. But, to her surprise, instead of the sound of a 

loud laugh, the sight of a beautiful pink bubble rose right in front of her eyes. A bubble! She had finally 

blown a bubble! She barely had time to realize what had happened before—pop! The bubble was gone like  
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a dream. But that didn’t matter. The two friends were soon laughing, swinging, and chewing again. Now 

that Anica knew she could do it, they both had some more bubbles to blow. 
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Why does Anica want to be able to blow bubbles? 

 

A. She wants Janie to be nicer to her. 

B. She wants Brianna to think she is clever. 

C. She wants to be like others in her school.�� 

D. She wants to win bubble-blowing contests. 

 

Choose the sentence from the passage that best supports why Anica wants to be able to blow bubbles? 

 

A. Janie giggled as her bubble popped loudly. 

B. Once, Anica had even asked her big sister Brianna for a lesson. 

C. Walking home from school, everyone else seemed to blow bubbles so easily.�� 

D. It was too embarrassing. 
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What can be concluded about the character, Janie, from the passage?   Use details from the passage to 

support your response.   

Scoring Rubric:  

Score Point Description 

2  the response gives sufficient evidence of the ability to make and justify an 

inference 

 the response includes specific inferences that make clear reference to the text 

 the response fully supports the inferences with clearly relevant details or 

examples from the text 

1  the response gives limited evidence of the ability to make and justify an 

inference  

 the response includes inferences but they are not explicit or make only vague 

references to the text 

 the response supports the inference with at least one detail or example but the 

relevance of that detail or example to the passage must be inferred 

0  a response gets no credit if it provides no evidence of the ability to make or 

justify an inference and includes no relevant information from the text 


